The morphological and functional development of the vertebrate nervous system is initially governed by genetic factors and subsequently refined by neuronal activity. However, fundamental features of the nervous system emerge before sensory experience is possible. Thus, activity-dependent development occurring before the onset of experience must be driven by spontaneous activity, but the origin and nature of activity in vivo remains largely untested. Here we use optical methods to show in live neonatal mice that waves of spontaneous retinal activity are present and propagate throughout the entire visual system before eye opening. This patterned activity encompassed the visual field, relied on cholinergic neurotransmission, preferentially initiated in the binocular retina and exhibited spatiotemporal correlations between the two hemispheres. Retinal waves were the primary source of activity in the midbrain and primary visual cortex, but only modulated ongoing activity in secondary visual areas. Thus, spontaneous retinal activity is transmitted through the entire visual system and carries patterned information capable of guiding the activity-dependent development of complex intra-and inter-hemispheric circuits before the onset of vision.
The display of spontaneous activity is an emergent property of the immature nervous system that is thought to mediate synaptic competition 1 and instruct self-organization in many developing neural circuits [2] [3] [4] . If spontaneous activity is structured with respect to the topographic organization of first-order sensory and motor circuits, then these activity patterns could provide a template for activity-dependent development of downstream synaptic connectivity throughout the nervous system 5 . Whether spontaneous patterned activity exists and is communicated through all levels of organization for any sensory system during development is currently unknown.
In the developing visual system, isolated preparations of retina exhibit propagating bursts of action potentials among neighbouring retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), termed 'retinal waves' [6] [7] [8] . As RGCs relay visual information to higher-order structures in the central nervous system, retinal waves are thought to have a key role in the activitydependent refinement of topographic neural maps in the superior colliculus, dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (dLGN) and visual cortex [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , which exhibit functional connectivity before the onset of visual experience. However, the role of retinal waves in neural-circuit development remains controversial 14, 15 , partly because their existence has never been demonstrated in vivo.
Previous work using extracellular microelectrode recording techniques in vivo showed limited and local correlated spiking between pairs of embryonic rat RGCs 16 , but no direct assessment of wave activity has been conducted in vivo, probably because of the methodological challenges associated with recording from a large cohort of RGCs in neonatal animals. In neonatal rat visual cortex, extracellular recordings show bursts of spiking activity and slow spreading oscillations that are sensitive to the presence of retinal input in the neocortex in vivo 17, 18 , but patterned spontaneous activity in and among different visual areas associated with retinal waves has never been observed. We sought to establish whether travelling waves of spontaneous retinal activity occur in neonatal mice in vivo and to determine whether spontaneous retinal waves convey spatiotemporal patterns suitable for the activity-dependent refinement of visual maps throughout the nervous system before the onset of vision.
Spontaneous retinal waves occur in vivo
The most superficial layer of the mouse superior colliculus, the stratum griseum superficiale (SGS), receives retinotopically mapped terminal input from virtually all RGCs 19 and is completely accessible to imaging during development. We recorded directly from RGCs in vivo by injecting a calcium indicator, calcium green-1 dextran (CaGr-Dx), into the retina of neonatal mice and imaging the anterogradely labelled RGC axon arbors in the superior colliculus between 3 and 9 days after birth (postnatal day 3 (P3)-P9) through a cranial window using multiphoton or wide-field fluorescence excitation (Fig. 1) . Calcium imaging of RGC terminals revealed spontaneous waves of activity propagating throughout the superior colliculus of neonatal mice (Fig. 1d-f and Supplementary Movie 1). Waves propagated among labelled RGC terminals at all depths examined within the SGS (range: 76-206 mm below the pial surface). Wave-front velocity (median 6 median absolute deviation: 44.17 6 15.99 mm s
21
, n 5 765 waves) was 3 to 4 times slower than previously reported wave speeds measured in the mouse retina in vitro 20, 21 , which is consistent with the diameter of the superior colliculus being approximately 3 times smaller than that of the retina. Retinal waves occurred with a mean frequency (0.68 6 0.08 waves per min; n 5 19 hemispheres) that was sensitive to age (Supplementary Fig. 1 ) and similar to the frequency observed in vitro 20, 21 . Surprisingly, waves in vivo propagated over a much greater proportion of the superior colliculus area than was expected based on previous in vitro studies (median wave size 6 median absolute deviation: 0.52 6 0.30 mm 2 , corresponding to ,30% of superior colliculus retinotopic area, compared with an average wave size of ,1% of retina area in vitro 22 ) ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Waves were completely abolished after application of the Na 1 channel antagonist tetrodotoxin (TTX) into the contralateral eye (Fig. 1g, h and Supplementary Fig. 3 ) (n 5 2 animals; region of interest (ROI) active fraction: control, 0.78 6 0.07; TTX, 0.00 6 0.00), but not the ipsilateral eye (n 5 2 animals, ROI active fraction: control, 0.89 6 0.09; TTX, 0.999 6 0.001).
Retinal waves propagate to collicular neurons
Most models for activity-dependent neural-circuit development assume that patterned afferent activity drives target-neuron spiking in order for Hebbian plasticity rules to strengthen synapses between co-active neurons. Previous work carried out in an intact mouse retinogeniculate preparation ex vivo showed that spontaneous retinal activity can drive dLGN neurons above spike threshold 23 and in vivo multi-electrode recordings in the ferret showed that dLGN neurons exhibit correlated episodic bursting that was sensitive to ablation of retinal input 24 just before eye opening. However, it remains unknown whether spontaneous retinal waves in vivo can actually drive wavelike network activity in RGC neural targets, a prerequisite for Hebbian refinement at developing synapses. We performed cellular-level calcium imaging in the SGS using bulk loading of the calcium indicator OGB1-AM (Fig. 2a, b) to determine whether retinal waves trigger travelling waves in retinorecipient neurons in the superior colliculus. Bolusindicator loading in the superficial layer of the superior colliculus labelled .1,000 neurons within a 550 3 550-mm field of view (Fig. 2b, c) . We first imaged at low power over the network of cells and neuropil in the same way as for CaGr-Dx imaging (Fig. 1) . This revealed propagating calcium waves travelling within the retinorecipient layer of the superior colliculus (range: 34-172 mm below the pial surface) (Fig. 2d-f and Supplementary Movie 2). These waves occurred at the same frequency (0.69 6 0.17 waves per min, n 5 11 hemispheres) as the retinal waves recorded presynaptically in RGC axons (P 5 0.9497, t-test) ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ) and activated a similar percentage of the labelled area in the superior colliculus per recording (CaGr-Dx ROI active fraction: 0.79 6 0.06, n 5 19 hemispheres; OGB1-AM ROI active fraction: 0.74 6 0.08, n 5 11 hemispheres; P 5 0.6228, t-test). Waves propagated among OGB1-AM-labelled cells in the superior colliculus with a median wave-front velocity of 36.11 mm s 21 (median absolute deviation: 13.00 mm s
21
, n 5 189 waves), which was similar to the wave speeds observed with presynaptic recordings (CaGr-Dx mean: 42.93 6 1.73 mm s
, OGB1-AM mean: 43.04 6 6.68 mm s
, P 5 0.9881, t-test). Together, these results indicate that the spatiotemporal properties of presynaptic retinal waves match those of postsynaptic retinal waves measured in the superior colliculus.
We next performed high spatial resolution two-photon imaging on active regions observed at low magnification. We found that calcium waves propagated among superior colliculus neurons (Fig. 2g-i) (fraction of cells active per wave, 0.48 6 0.07; fraction of cells active in a wave during a 10-min recording, 0.87 6 0.08; n 5 787 cells, 13 waves, 3 recordings), and that the activity of nearby cells was more temporally correlated than distant cells (Fig. 2i, j and Supplementary  Fig. 5 ). The travelling waves among cells in the retinal-input layer of the superior colliculus were abolished when spiking activity was blocked in the contralateral eye ( Fig. 2h and Supplementary Fig. 3 ) 1,500 
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(n 5 6 hemispheres; ROI active fraction: control, 0.80 6 0.08; TTX, 0.004 6 0.003) but not the ipsilateral eye (n 5 2 animals, ROI active fraction: control, 1.00 6 0.00; TTX, 0.998 6 0.002). These experiments show that retinal waves drive wave-like activation patterns in retino-recipient target neurons, indicating that spontaneous activity in the retina provides a template pattern that is matched in higher-order circuits in the visual system.
Binocular coordination of retinal waves
Retinal waves are thought to emerge from recurrent excitatory connections in networks of spontaneously active amacrine cells and ganglion cells 25 , and are presumed to originate randomly throughout the retina. We examined the initiation sites of retinal waves in vivo by analysing the calcium event response frequencies for all active ROIs at the onset of waves. Interestingly, we discovered that instead of a uniform distribution of wave-initiation sites, waves preferentially nucleated in the rostral-medial superior colliculus (Fig. 3a) (n 5 995 waves). Consistent with this preferential site of wave generation, waves propagated with a marked directional bias towards the caudallateral superior colliculus, equivalent to a directional preference for the dorsal-nasal pole of the retina (Fig. 3b ) (n 5 995 waves, Rayleigh test of Uniformity, P 5 0). This directional bias was the same for both presynaptic and postsynaptic recordings ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), and was similar to but stronger than the wave-direction bias reported in a recent in vitro study 21 . The overall preference for waves to propagate towards the dorsal-nasal retina is aligned with but directly opposite the direction preference of RGCs and visual cortical neurons at the time of eye opening 26, 27 , which corresponds to movement towards the ventraltemporal pole of the retina. It is possible that the pronounced wavedirection bias we observed mediates the development of aspects of this directionally sensitive visual circuit. The notable preference for wave initiation in the rostral-medial superior colliculus (Fig. 3a) indicates a corresponding site of wave generation in the ventral-temporal retina, which represents the binocular portion of the visual field in mice. This suggests that retinal waves may have an enhanced role in mediating development of binocular aspects of maps in the visual system, such as the formation of eye-specific connectivity and matched orientation selectivity between the eyes.
As retinal waves arise spontaneously, it is commonly assumed that waves in each eye are autonomous and drive their corresponding visual circuits independently, giving rise to a completely asynchronous activation pattern that could be used for segregation of eye-specific projections 6, 28 . As unilateral TTX blockade or enucleation abolished presynaptic and postsynaptic retinal waves ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ), we anticipated that the retinal waves would occur independently in the two superior colliculus hemispheres. Unexpectedly, simultaneous Time (s) 
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bilateral calcium imaging of the superior colliculus revealed that retinal waves sometimes travelled with matched spatial patterns in both hemispheres at the same time ( Fig. 3c-f ). These bilaterally coordinated waves were found when recording from presynaptic afferents in the superior colliculus with CaGr-Dx (Supplementary Movie 3) and from the postsynaptic networks within the superior colliculus labelled with OGB1-AM ( Fig. 3c and Supplementary Movie 4). Temporally matched waves occurred throughout the superior colliculus and constituted a small (15.8%) but significant subset of all waves (P 5 0.00098, t-test). Synchronous waves in the two hemispheres of the superior colliculus also typically propagated in a highly correlated manner spatially (85.0% of temporally correlated waves were also spatially correlated, accounting for 13.4% overall; P 5 0.004535, t-test; Fig. 3c -e). Retinopetal projections as well as retino-retinal connectivity have been reported in the developing mammalian retina 29, 30 ( Supplementary  Fig. 7 ). Thus, it is possible that descending synchronized inputs or synaptic interactions between the two retinas may cause a small subset of retinal waves to initiate at matched retinotopic locations bilaterally. Because commissural connections between the hemispheres in superior colliculus and visual cortex are retinotopically coordinated 31, 32 and orientation selectivity is matched between the eyes in the binocular visual cortex, even in the absence of visual experience 33 , a possible function for synchronous retinal waves is to regulate bilateral matching of visual map connectivity.
Retinal waves propagate to, and within, visual cortex
Visual information from the retina is routed to the primary visual cortex (V1) through the dLGN of the thalamus. Retinogeniculate input to the dLGN in mice originates from collateral fibres that arise from a subset of retinocollicular afferents. Therefore, retinal waves transmitted to the superior colliculus should also be relayed to the visual cortex through the thalamus. To test whether retinal waves induce propagating waves within visual cortex, we carried out simultaneous wide-field calcium imaging of the superior colliculus and ipsilateral visual cortex (Fig. 4a-c) . We found that travelling waves in the visual cortex were coincident with retinal waves propagating across the ipsilateral superior colliculus (Fig. 4d , e) (coactive fraction, V1/superior colliculus 5 50/81 waves, n 5 4 hemispheres), and inter-wave intervals were similar in superior colliculus and V1 ( Fig. 4f ) (P6-P9 superior colliculus, 40.53 6 2.81 s, n 5 133 waves; P6-P9 V1, 49.01 6 4.79 s, n 5 62 waves; P 5 0.1292, t-test). The retinotopic map in V1 is mirrored and rotated with respect to the retinotopic map in the ipsilateral superior colliculus (Supplementary Fig. 8 ). Notably, after correcting for the mirrored and rotated maps, the direction of wave propagation in visual cortex was retinotopically matched to the direction of wave travel in the superior colliculus (Fig. 4g, h ) (r 5 0.835, P 5 4.707e 214 , Pearson's correlation, n 5 50 waves). These results indicate that retinal waves carry functional information corresponding to retinal organization simultaneously throughout multiple areas of the visual system during development.
The V1 in mice contains a retinotopic map of the contralateral visual hemifield and is adjoined by up to nine extrastriate visual areas homologous to those seen in carnivore and primates 34 , each of which contains a duplicate map of retinal topography. To gain a better understanding of the overall contribution of retinal waves to ongoing patterned activity among developing visual cortical areas in mice, we used a Cre/loxP approach (Emx1-Cre:Ai38 mice) to express the genetically encoded calcium sensor GCaMP3 in all excitatory cortical neurons 35 . Wide-field fluorescent GCaMP3 signals from neocortical neurons were imaged directly through the skull simultaneously with OGB1-AM signals through a cranial window over the superior colliculus (Fig. 5a, b) . Retinal waves in the superior colliculus propagated concurrently with waves in the V1 and separate, secondary wave fronts were initiated in extrastriate cortical areas ( Fig. 5c and Supplementary Movie 5). We created maps of retinal topography in the visual cortex and midbrain by colorizing and merging DF/F image frames based on the locations of superior colliculus retinal wave fronts within 10-min recordings (Fig. 5d) . This functional map of wavebased retinotopy revealed a large primary map in visual cortex that was mirrored and rotated with respect to the superior colliculus map RESEARCH ARTICLE (Fig. 5d ) and that was remarkably consistent with the known visual-map organization of adult mouse V1 compared with superior colliculus 34, 36 . Although the frequency of calcium events was higher in V1 and extrastriate cortex relative to superior colliculus ( Fig. 5e ) (median 6 median absolute deviation, superior colliculus: 0.010 6 0.003 Hz; V1: 0.013 6 0.003 Hz; extrastriate: 0.017 6 0.003 Hz), most of the activity in V1 occurred within seconds of a retinal wave (Fig. 5f ). Retinal waves also triggered activity in secondary visual cortical areas, but much of the ongoing cortical activity in extrastriate areas seemed to be independent of retinal waves (Fig. 5e-g ), indicating a strong role for intra-or subcortical inputs separate from the primary visual pathway in driving ongoing activity within developing extrastriate cortex. Ablation of contralateral retinal input dramatically diminished spontaneous activity in the superior colliculus and V1, but in surrounding extrastriate visual areas the frequency of ongoing activity was unaffected although the spatial distribution of this activity was shifted noticeably (Fig. 5e, g ) (median 6 median absolute deviation, superior colliculus: 0 6 0 Hz; V1: 0.002 6 0.002 Hz; extrastriate: 0.017 6 0.005 Hz and Supplementary Fig. 9 ). These results indicate that retinal waves provide a primary source of patterned activity for V1 during early development and further modulate activity in extrastriate visual areas. Retinal waves convey patterned information suitable for driving activity-dependent development of neocortical circuits before the onset of vision and may thus prompt coordinated alignment and refinement of topographic maps across the visual system.
Retinal waves are abolished by epibatidine
Classic studies show that pharmacologic manipulation of retinal waves in vivo with epibatidine, a high-affinity agonist for nicotinic aceytlcholine receptors, disrupts visual-map development in ferret 9,10,13,37 and mouse [38] [39] [40] . These studies relied on in vitro evidence that epibatidine blocks retinal waves 9, 41 , but the effects of epibatidine on wave generation in vivo and the link between retinal waves and visual-map development remain uncertain. We generated Rx-Cre:Ai38 mice, which express 
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the genetically encoded calcium reporter, GCaMP3, in both RGCs and forebrain neurons to perform simultaneous recordings of retinal waves in RGC axons and the visual cortex. Retinal waves propagated simultaneously in superior colliculus and V1 (Fig. 6c, d ) and were completely abolished after monocular injection into the contralateral eye of 1,000 mM epibatidine (Fig. 6e, f) (control, n 5 58 movies, 0.96 6 0.05 waves per min; contra epi, n 5 14 movies, 0 waves per min; P 5 8.2e
214
, pairwise-t-test) (Supplementary Movie 6), the concentration typically used in vivo to examine the role of retinal waves in visualmap development 13, [37] [38] [39] [40] . Notably, retinal waves were also abolished in superior colliculus and V1 ipsilateral to the injected eye (Fig. 6f) (n 5 14 movies, 0 waves per min; P 5 8.2e
), suggesting that at 1,000 mM epibatidine could mediate some of its effects systemically. Consistent with a concentration-dependent systemic effect, monocular injection of 0.01 mM or 0.2 mM epibatidine significantly reduced wave frequency in the contralateral (0.01 mM, 0.36 6 0.12 waves per min, n 5 9 movies, P 5 0.00012; 0.2 mM, 0.45 6 0.10 waves per min, n 5 12 movies, P 5 0.00028, pairwise-t-test) but not the ipsilateral hemisphere (0.01 mM, 0.60 6 0.18 waves per min, n 5 9 movies, P 5 0.06280; 0.2 mM, 0.82 6 0.08 waves per min, n 5 12 movies, P 5 0.89135). These results are consistent with long-standing evidence based on in vitro recordings 8 that cholinergic neurotransmission has an essential role in generating retinal waves, and that in vivo manipulations with epibatidine disrupt visual-map development by abolishing retinal waves throughout the visual system.
Discussion
There is substantial in vitro evidence for spontaneous waves of neuronal activity in the prenatal or postnatal retina of a number of vertebrate species, including rodent, ferret and monkey 42, 43 . Slow activity transients or bursting activity measured with electroencephalography (EEG) or extracellular electrodes in the dLGN and visual cortex of rat or ferret in vivo before eye opening are modulated by retinal input and therefore believed to be driven by retinal waves 18, 24, 44 . These slow activity transients are homologous to the slow activity EEG transients recorded in preterm human fetal occipital cortex 45, 46 . As these self-organized patterns of spontaneous activity are present before the onset of patterned vision, it has long been thought that retinal waves may help organize aspects of visual circuit function that are established before visual experience, such as maps for orientation 33, 47 , direction 27 and ocular dominance 33, 48 . Our recordings in mouse pups aged P3-P9 indicate that spontaneous retinal waves are present for at least a week of development in vivo and exhibit a pattern of activity appropriate for communicating retinal organization to circuits throughout the visual system. Imaging of RGC afferents or superior colliculus neurons together with simultaneous imaging in V1 shows that retinal waves generate matched activity patterns in the midbrain and cortex, supporting the hypothesis that emergent retinal activity mediates the development of linked visual circuitry within and across multiple neocortical and subcortical brain regions 49 . Retinal waves in vivo exhibited a number of properties that could not have been predicted based on previous in vitro recordings, including a preferential site of generation in the ventral-temporal retina, a biased direction of wave travel towards the dorsal-nasal retina, and a differential role in driving primary versus secondary visual cortical activities (see also Supplementary Discussion). Unexpectedly, we also found that a subset of retinal waves exhibited coordinated patterns across both hemispheres. This suggests that bilateral retinal waves could help establish inter-hemispheric connections, a role not previously ascribed to waves. Moreover, the remarkable mirror-symmetric pattern of ocular-dominance columns between hemispheres observed in some monkeys 50 , which are difficult to explain based on the presumed random pattern of waves between the eyes, may be understood better in the context of the clearly non-random nature of waves across the two hemispheres found in vivo.
A causal link between retinal waves and visual-map development has been difficult to establish definitively, partly owing to the lack of evidence for wave generation and propagation in vivo. Our experiments show that pharmacological manipulations that were previously shown to profoundly disrupt visual-map development 9,10,13,37-39 also block wave generation in vivo, strengthening the causal link between wave activity and map development.
Given the remarkable fidelity of retinal waves during the period before eye opening in mice in vivo that we report here, together with previous work showing that spontaneous waves within macaque retina are present in vitro before birth 43 , it seems likely that the visual system experiences patterned activation by retinal waves for a substantial gestational period during human fetal development that may be crucial for shaping the functional maturation of neural circuits before the onset of sensory experience.
METHODS SUMMARY
Anaesthetized C57BL/6 mice between P1 and P3 were injected with calcium green-1 dextran (CaGr-Dx) into each retina and returned to the dam for at least 2 days before preparation for in vivo imaging of RGC axons. On the day of calcium imaging, a craniotomy was prepared over the superior colliculus under 
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anaesthesia, and a cover-glass was placed over the superior colliculus in warm agarose-buffered saline, pH 7.4.
For postsynaptic calcium imaging, craniotomies were prepared in anaesthetized mice aged P3 to P9 over the superior colliculus and visual cortex. The calciumsensitive dye oregon green BAPTA-1-AM (OGB1-AM) was injected into the superior colliculus and visual cortex and then a cover-glass was placed over the craniotomies. In vivo calcium imaging was carried out in head-fixed, un-anaesthetized mouse pups using two-photon excitation through a 320, 1.0-NA (numerical aperture) objective lens or using wide-field epifluorescence imaging with lowmagnification objectives (32-5) and a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera when the animals awoke during or after a 1-h recovery period from general anaesthesia. Calcium transients and waves were detected and analysed using custom routines implemented in MATLAB and R.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper.
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METHODS
Animals. Animal care and use was in compliance with the Yale Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), and the US Department of Health and the Human Services. Neonatal wild-type mice (C57BL/6J) and Ai38 floxed GCaMP3 reporter mice (JAX no. 014538) 35 crossed with Emx1-Cre (JAX no. 005628) or Rx-Cre 51 mice aged 1-9 days after birth (postnatal day 1 (P1)-P9) were used. Anterograde calcium-indicator labelling. For presynaptic calcium imaging experiments, 20% w/v calcium green-1 dextran (CaGr-Dx; 3000 MW, Invitrogen, C6765) in saline was prepared and injected into the retinas of P1 to P3 mice that were deeply anaesthetized on ice following protocols published previously 52 . After injection of approximately 0.5 ml per eye, five square-wave 100-ms pulses of 25 V with 900-ms intervals were applied directly across each eye in both directions using methods similar to those published previously for DNA plasmid delivery 53 . After electroporating each eye alone, whole-head electroporation was applied over both eyes with five 75-V, 100-ms square-wave pulses and 900-ms intervals in each direction. The animal was then given topical anaesthetic over each eye and allowed to wake and recover on a heating pad before being returned to the dam. This technique results in a labelled population of RGCs distributed across the majority of the retina and noticeable anterograde labelling of RGC axon-terminal arbors in the superior colliculus within 2 days of injection (Fig. 1a) . Surgical procedure for in vivo imaging. Mice aged P3 to P9 were deeply anaesthetized with isoflurane (2.5%) in oxygen and then placed on a heating pad set to 36.5 uC using a homoeothermic temperature monitor (NPI TC-20, ALA Scientific). Local anaesthesia was produced by subcutaneous injection (0.05ml) of 1% xylocaine (10 mg ml 21 lidocaine per 0.01 mg ml 21 epinephrine, AstraZeneca) under the scalp. After removal of the scalp, steel head posts were fixed to the anterior and posterior portions of the exposed skull using cyanoacrylate glue. Isoflurane anaesthesia was adjusted between 0.5-1.0% as necessary to maintain a stable respiratory rate. An approximately 2-mm oval craniotomy was created by gentle etching into interparietal skull and removing the resulting bone flap above the superior colliculus, just posterior to lambda using the tip of an 18G syringe needle. After achieving haemostasis, the dura was carefully removed using forceps and microdissection scissors. The craniotomy was filled with warm (37 uC) low-temperature melt agarose (A9414, Sigma, 1.5% in sterile buffered saline, 150 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4). Cellular bulk loading with a calcium-sensitive dye. Loading neurons in vivo with the calcium indicator oregon green BAPTA-1-AM (OGB1-AM; Invitrogen) was carried out using standard procedures similar to those described previously 54, 55 . Dye was prepared by dissolving 50 mg of OGB1-AM in 4 ml 20% pluronic acid in DMSO (Invitrogen) and 35 ml of sterile buffered saline (150 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) and 1 ml of 10 mM Alexa 594 hydrazide (Invitrogen) and sonicating for 20 min. The solution was then filtered through a 0.45-mm microcentrifuge filter (Millipore).
Pulled glass micropipettes (1B150F-4; World Precision Instruments) were loaded with OGB1-AM dye solution and inserted into an electrode holder connected to a Picospritzer III (General Valve Corp) set to an output pressure of 10 psi. Bulk labelling with OGB1-AM 56 was achieved at 2 to 4 injection sites per hemisphere by lowering the pipette to a depth of 100-300 mm below the pial surface of the superior colliculus or V1 with a motorized micromanipulator (MP-225, Sutter) and delivering 60 brief (20-ms) pressure pulses over the course of 2 min. A circular, 5-mm diameter no. 1.5 coverglass (Warner Instruments) was placed over the craniotomy in fresh agarose and stabilized with Kwik-Sil (World Precision Instruments). In vivo calcium imaging. A 1-h recovery period in the dark under continuously delivered medical oxygen with isoflurane at 0% was allowed after craniotomy surgery and dye injection was completed. This recovery period was the typical minimum time required for spontaneous waves of activity to develop in the visual system after the cessation of deep anaesthesia. Spontaneous waves occurred only in un-anesthetized mouse pups (26 out of 30 un-anesthetized mice at 0% isoflurane; 0 out of 11 anaesthetized mice at $0.25% isoflurane, P 5 6.099e 206 ) (Supplementary Fig. 4) . During the recordings, the head was fixed under the microscope objective by steel posts attached to the skull, and the body was loosely surrrounded by cotton gauze, such that the animals could move freely on the heating pad. During the experiment, mouse pups spent the majority of time in a quiet, resting state interrupted by brief motor twitches of limbs or tail.
A two-photon microscope system (Ultima IV, Prairie Technologies) was used to image the calcium dyes. A Ti:Sapphire laser (Mai Tai, Spectra-Physics) was tuned to 800 nm for excitation of OGB1-AM and CaGr-Dx . Total power delivered to the brain was ,50 mW. Imaging was carried out using a 320, 1.0-NA salineimmersed objective (no. 421452-9900, Zeiss). Image frames corresponding to a field of view of 550 3 550 mm or 225 3 225 mm or 138 3 138 mm were acquired at a rate of 1.2 Hz, 7.5 Hz or 22.3 Hz, respectively. Each recording consisted of a single, continuously acquired movie during a period of 10 min.
For wide-field calcium imaging, a CCD camera (Pixelfly, The COOKE Corporation) coupled to an Olympus BX51 and a 35, 0.25-NA objective (no. 440125, Zeiss) or 32.5, 0.075-NA objective (Zeiss no. 440310-9903) was used to image calcium responses in both hemispheres of the superior colliculus simultaneously or a collicular hemisphere and the ipsilateral visual cortex simultaneously. Epifluorescent illumination was provided by a Hg 21 light source (X-Cite Series 120, EXFO) through a neutral-density filter and a filter-cube set (U-MGFPHQ, Olympus) with the minimum illumination intensity that still gave detectable calcium signals using a CCD exposure of 200 ms. Ablation of retinal input. To abolish retinal activity, the animal was re-anaesthetized under 2.5% isoflurane and the eyelid surgically opened with 1% xylocaine applied to the eye. For enucleation, the eye was surgically removed and 1% xylocaine applied to the orbit. For eye injections, 0.5-1 ml of 10 mM tetrodotoxin (TTX; Tocris no. 1069) or (6)-epibatidine dihydrochloride hydrate (10 nM, 200 nM or 1 mM; Sigma no. E1145) dissolved in saline was pressure injected using a glass micropette inserted into the vitreous. After completion of the enucleation or eye injection, the animal was returned to 0% isoflurane with total procedure time under deep anaesthesia ,10 min. Calcium-signal detection. Image processing and calcium-signal detection were carried out using custom software routines written in MATLAB (Mathworks). For low-magnification two-photon imaging movies or wide-field CCD movies, a rectangular grid of ROIs (for each ROI; h 5 45 mm, w 5 45 mm) was masked over the average image, F 0 , of visible calcium indicator fluorescence for each hemisphere of a movie. For cell-based analysis in higher-magnification two-photon imaging movies, a motion-correction algorithm described previously 57 was first applied to the movie to correct for small xy displacements within the focal plane of the movie due to cardiopulmonary or twitch-based movements. Unambiguous cell contours were semi-automatically identified in the average image, F 0 , for cellbased movies and an ROI mask created inside each cell. Calcium signals for each ROI was the average fluorescence intensity inside each ROI in each frame, F t , measured as a function of time (DF/F 5 (F t 2 F 0 )/F 0 ). Calcium transients were detected using automatic unbiased detection routines to identify local maxima (.2 standard deviations of the derivative of the signal). Image frames containing z-artefacts were identified as frames recorded during periods of time when a decrement or increment in fluorescence occurred in 100% of the ROI population spanning 2 frames or less, and were excluded from calcium-event detection. Calcium-event onsets were set as the first frame in the rising phase of the signal. Event offsets were set as the half-amplitude decay time for each calcium transient. Wave detection. A wave-form representing the population activity for each movie was constructed by smoothing the envelope of the population activity histogram for each movie with a 10-order Hanning filter. Local maxima separated by greater than 10 s and having rising phase onsets surpassing a 5% population activity threshold from the local minima were set as wave peak and onset times respectively. The time between the wave peak and the next local minima when population activity during the falling phase decreased to less than 20% was set as the wave offset. Each wave period was then interactively confirmed based on the visually detected waves in the raw movie data. Any detected calcium transients occurring outside of wave periods were excluded from further analysis.
To detect wave-fronts, an array of spike times (calcium-event onsets) for each wave was constructed by creating an M3N3P array in which M3N equals the x, y dimensions of the movie image and P equals the number of frames within a wave. A binary mask for each ROI exhibiting a calcium spike during a wave was created at the corresponding time within the array, for the wave to represent individual spike times. A binary dilation followed by an erosion operation using a structuring element with a height and width three pixels larger than the height and width of the ROI contours was then convolved over each wave frame in the spike array, and any eight-neighbour connected components in each binary frame that were less than two ROI contour areas in size were discarded. To calculate the wave-front position for each frame within the spike array for the wave, a structuring element that was 2.5 times larger in height and width than each ROI was used to perform a binary dilation of the frame. The centroid location of the binary connected components within the resulting spike frame was then taken to be the wave-front location for that frame.
For each wave, a single merged wave frame was created by making a maximum projection along the dimension P of the binary wave-spike array. The wave area was the sum of non-zero areas within the merged wave frame and the major axis length of the largest eight-neighbour connected component within the merged wave frame was taken to be the distance for that wave. The active fraction for each wave of each hemisphere was the number of ROIs participating in a wave divided by the total number of ROIs in that recording. The active fraction for each hemisphere was the total number of ROIs active at least once during a recording divided by the total number of ROIs. Wave speeds were determined by finding the set of distances for each wave frame's centroid relative to the wave-onset centroid and calculating the mean of this set. Wave directions were determined by calculating the vector sum of the iterative directions between wave-front centroids in sequential frames for each wave and were interactively corrected if the automatically calculated wave direction was off by more than p/4 radians from the visually discerned wave angle. Measured wave directions in the left hemisphere were mirrored so that the direction values could be compared directly between hemispheres. Wave frequencies for each recording were calculated as the number of waves divided by the length of time for each recording. Inter-wave intervals for each recording were calculated as the set of time intervals between the onsets of sequential waves in each recording. Data analysis. Data sets were analysed using custom routines written in MATLAB (Mathworks) and in R (The R Project for Statistical Computing; http://www.r-project.org). To quantify temporal correlations between cells within a recording, cross-correlation values within a calcium-event onset window of 6100 ms or 61 frame for each pair of cells in a network was calculated. Interval reshuffling was then carried out as described previously 58 . The significance of cross-correlation values for real data sets was determined through comparison with distributions calculated from the randomized data sets using a threshold significance level of P , 0.05. The distribution of pairwise cell correlations as a function of distance was normalized to the distribution of all pairwise cell distances to determine the relative pairwise cell-correlation probability density ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Distribution means were compared using two-sample Student's t-tests or using analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by pairwise t-tests with Holm correction when analysing the effects of multiple grouping factors (P , 0.05 set as significance). Values are reported as means with the standard error of the mean or medians with the median absolute deviation.
Peri-event time histograms were calculated using wave-onset times as the stimulus trigger for every ROI of a movie, using an interval window of [21,000, 15,000 ms] around each wave time to find the set of detected calcium-transient onsets. The normalized response frequency for each ROI was calculated as the total number of detected calcium onsets divided by the number of stimulus triggers for each recording. For each ROI of each hemisphere, the normalized anterior-posterior and medial-lateral distances were calculated as the ROI centroid x and y distances from the most anterior-medial location in the dye-labelled craniotomy image normalized to the most posterior and lateral locations in the dye-labelled craniotomy image.
For comparison of wave directions in the superior colliculus and visual cortex, wave directions in visual cortex were matched to the superior colliculus retinotopic map by mirroring and rotating the measured visual cortex wave angles as shown in Supplementary Fig. 8 .
To quantify the temporal and spatial correlations of retinal waves occurring at the same time in both hemispheres, the distribution of inter-wave onset intervals in Supplementary Fig. 1 was fitted to a gamma distribution and the resulting shape (2.5177) and rate (0.0387) parameters from the observed distribution were used to generate sequences of random wave intervals to which the observed waveinterval sequences were compared. For each recording, the observed sequences of wave-interval onset times for the two hemispheres was smoothed with a gaussian function (sigma 5 3 s). A cross-correlation value was then calculated between these two smoothed wave-interval 'spike' trains and compared with a distribution of cross-correlation values calculated from 1,000 random wave-onset simulations that consisted of one sequence of observed wave onsets and one sequence of random wave intervals. Overlapping wave onsets observed in a recording were determined to be significantly temporally correlated if the observed cross-correlation value exceeded 95% of the simulated temporal cross-correlation values.
For determining bilateral spatial correlations, a database of image masks for 32.5 CCD recordings was created for every frame between the onset and offset of each wave by segmenting the raw DF/F image using Otsu's method. For each wave pair with overlapping wave onsets, the wave image mask for one hemisphere was flipped and a two-dimensional cross-correlation was computed between the two hemispheres for each frame of a bilateral wave. The maximum value in the two-dimensional correlation image was used to calculate the estimated x, y displacements between the wave masks for the two hemispheres. A set of Euclidean distances was calculated from the x, y displacement to the location of the two-dimensional autocorrelation value for one of the hemispheres for each wave frame (centre of the wave-mask image) and then the mean Euclidean distance was taken as an observed spatial similarity metric (SSM) for that wave pair. A second SSM was also calculated for each wave pair by calculating the Mahalanobis distance from a set of pattern vectors for the wave masks in each hemisphere, with the input pattern vector being an M3N array, in which for each frame, M, a set of N pattern metrics was calculated that included the x, y displacement values from the two-dimensional correlation, a set of wave-mask image texture descriptors (functions 'graycoprops', 'statxture' and 'invmoments' in MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox 59 ), and a set of regional measurements from the largest component in the binary wave mask ('area', 'centroid', 'eccentricity', 'equivdiameter', 'extent', 'majoraxislength', 'minoraxislength', 'orientation' and 'solidity' from function 'regionprops', MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox). For each recording, if the simulated temporal correlation value exceeded the observed temporal correlation value, then for each overlapping wave pair a random wave from the wave-mask database was aligned to the anterior-medial point of the superior colliculus for one of the observed wave masks and then the random SSMs were calculated. An observed wave pair was spatially correlated if ,1% of the random wave pairs had SSMs of less than or equal to the observed SSMs for that wave pair.
